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Compensation planning presents challenges in any workplace, but for most organizations, there are some key 

factors which add further complexity to the process. For many of today’s companies, using spreadsheets and 

other offline approaches to navigate the compensation planning cycle is no longer feasible. From managing data 

security risks to handling the complexities of operating on a national scale, there are a number of reasons to 

consider an automated solution for compensation planning. 

This was the case for Starwood Retail Partners (SRP), one of the largest owners of regional shopping malls in 

the U.S. Headquartered in Chicago, IL, the company’s strategy is to maximize the value of the communities in 

which its malls are located. Likewise, their objective was also to maximize the value of their compensation cycle 

with a solution that would solve each of their pain points. The coming pages will detail how HRsoft helped them 

achieve this goal through COMPview, a cloud-based solution that automates compensation planning, while also 

delivering added value. 
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Challenges

SRP faced a number of challenges which drove 

them to seek out an automated solution for 

compensation management, some of which 

were specific to the company. Others, however, 

are common pain points shared by many HR 

professionals during the compensation planning 

process. Specifically, they required software which 

would address the following key issues:

Rapid Growth

Within recent years, SRP acquired 16 centers and grew by 150 people overnight. The firm employs nearly 400 

employees across 16 states and is growing at a rate of between 30 and 40%. HR teams therefore needed a 

system agile and capable enough to manage robust and evolving compensation needs as the company grows. 

Use of Manual Spreadsheets

The company relied on manual data entry through Excel spreadsheets, which was time-consuming and 

ineffective. It also presented risks in the following areas:

	 Formatting Errors: The HR team at SRP had to recheck managers’ calculations, and in some cases, 

make adjustments when formatting errors were made. It was also challenging to ensure that managers 

were entering the correct information in the proper cells. Excel also lacked a control function for entering 

maximum merit increase values.  

	 Security Risks: Data security was described as a “constant worry” for SRP. In today’s digital age, this is 

a concern at the forefront of all HR professionals’ mind. SRP needed a solution that would ensure the 

protection of sensitive company data. 

	 Accuracy: Due to the potential formatting errors and lack of key functions needed to support specific 

comp equations, spreadsheets also posed risks in terms of data accuracy.

Specific Reporting Needs

Many of SRP’s compensation data is rolled up to executives for review. While SRP executives has specific report 

formatting requests, Starwood Capital Group, SRP’s parent company, also has its own preferred formatting 

for reports. Addressing these disparate reporting needs could be time-consuming, as SRP’s compensation 

professionals would essentially have to start from the beginning to produce each type of report. 
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How HRsoft Solved SRP’s 
Biggest Compensation 
Challenges

SRP confirms that COMPview has solved or 

at the very least significantly bettered each 

of its compensation pain points. Here’s how it 

addressed each pain point and delivered added 

value.   

Compensation Automation Improved:

Formatting

During the configuration phase of COMPview implementation, SRP was able to build custom calculations to 

support the company’s unique compensation planning needs. 

Security

COMPview has a number of security features in place, which SRP has leveraged to ensure the utmost protection 

of their compensation data. The software offers password-protected sign-ons, and SRP also built a hierarchy of 

managers who could utilize the software during their configuration to add an additional layer of security.

Accuracy

SRP reported that the accuracy of their compensation program has been enhanced as a result of using 

COMPview, versus the error-prone spreadsheets they formerly used.

Reporting

Prior to configuration, SRP provided guidelines to HRsoft based on their formatting requirements. HRsoft was able 

to build custom reports to present data in the formats preferred by Starwood Capital Group and SRP executives. 

After formatting requirements changed shortly thereafter, HRsoft created a brand-new custom report in a tight 

timeframe. The amount of time and effort needed to produce multiple reports has decreased drastically. 
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Added Value 

Flexibility

SRP noted that one of the most effective functions of COMPview is the ability to choose among percentages 

or dollar amounts for calculations. This empowers line managers to make bonus recommendations in their 

preferred method. SRP managers also took an active role in the implementation process, which helped 

administrators develop an understanding of the managers’ perspective, ultimately facilitating a smooth roll-out.

Manager Effectiveness

While SRP’s Senior Human Resources Manager, Sarah Miller, compiled a user guide for managers to understand 

how to work COMPview, they were actually able to use the system without consulting the guide. They feel 

that the system is intuitive and easy to navigate and were therefore be able to begin using it immediately. The 

functions and features of the software help them make bonus and merit recommendations with greater ease, 

which saves time and enables them to become more effective in their roles.

Compensation Statements

Another COMPview feature SRP finds appealing is its built-in ability to produce compensation statements for 

all employees. Providing compensation statements was something that the company had always wanted to 

do; however, by the time the compensation cycle ended, generating statements seemed too time- and labor-

intensive. Now, SRP is able to provide branded compensation statements, which Sarah calls a “really great 

feature.” Previously, employees did not receive anything on paper about their compensation and benefits after 

their new hire letter. With compensation statements, they have a clear and thorough breakdown of their pay to 

help them understand the full value of employment with the company. 
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Experience With HRsoft

There are numerous compensation planning tools 

available, but SRP was in search of a vendor that 

could offer full support through configuration, 

implementation, and beyond, and deliver 

solutions tailored to helping them solve their 

precise challenges. HRsoft delivered on these 

requirements and is thus highly recommended 

by SRP. In working with HRsoft, SRP has 

learned valuable lessons they hope to share 

with other companies that may be considering 

compensation automation. 

Seek a Team That Becomes an Extension of HR

After using HRsoft for two full compensation cycles, SRP confirms that COMPview has turned processes around 

for the better from both the managers’ and administrators’ perspectives. This is in large part due to the fact 

that HRsoft’s support team sought to establish a true partnership from the very beginning. As the company’s 

Senior Human Resources Manager, Sarah was pleased with the fact that HRsoft feels “like an extension of the 

HR function at the company.” She also notes that it was important to find a vendor partner that she could trust 

enough with her data and was able to meet tight deadlines. 

Address Every Pain Point

Another recommendation from SRP is to compile a list of every pain point involved in the compensation planning 

process – even if it seems minor. This will be of value when seeking out vendors, Sarah stated, as sometimes 

the nature of their response to these issues is more enlightening than the answer itself. For SRP, it was critically 

important to avoid trading one problem for another. Every existing pain point they faced needed to be addressed, so 

finding a vendor who was not only capable of but also eagerly ready to solve them was paramount in their search.

Avoid Rushing the Implementation

Lastly, SRP stresses the importance of allocating ample time to the configuration and implementation processes. 

“Do all that’s in your power not to rush an implementation,” says Sarah. It is essential for administrators to test all 

of the system’s features thoroughly, as compensation planning is challenging enough without having to correct 

unexpected issues. Designating enough time for testing will help to ensure the system is built according to the 

company’s exact needs and desires. Then, when the software is deployed, its users will be more likely to adapt 

quickly and use it to its full potential. 
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Conclusion

Compensation planning is a notoriously challenging function in any company, with many organizations facing 

unique factors that add complexity to the process. For SRP, these factors included rapid growth and a demand 

for specific reporting capabilities, among the standard compensation planning requirements such as a need 

for accuracy and data security. Offline spreadsheets were no longer adequate; the company needed a robust 

solution designed specifically to support the intricate processes of compensation planning.

HRsoft was able to transform SRP’s compensation planning processes with its COMPview software. With 

custom configurations, the solution was built to deliver the specific reporting requirements needed to 

facilitate effective roll-up of compensation data. COMPview was also user-friendly enough for managers 

to begin working in it right away, with added flexibility to help them make bonus recommendations 

based on their preferences through features like calculations with either dollar amounts or percentages. 

COMPview’s standard features also helped SRP improve its compensation processes in the areas of 

formatting, accuracy, and data security. 

In terms of added value, HRsoft also enabled the company to deliver automated compensation 

statements, which HR had always wanted to provide but lacked the time and ability to do by the end of its 

long and involved compensation cycle. Now, employees have a means of understanding the “big picture” 

of compensation beyond their take-home pay alone. 

Because each company has its own unique compensation planning challenges, identifying each and every pain 

point prior to searching for a vendor partner can aid in the process of finding an ideal match. While there are 

certain challenges that can be addressed through customization, all solutions should support the compensation 

planning process with features like easy-to-use calculations and deliver added security and accuracy. 

Additionally, designating ample time to the search, configuration, and implementation of a compensation 

planning solution will ensure the product is built according to the needs and preferences of both administrators 

and managers. HRsoft’s support team is dedicated not only to solving each company’s compensation challenges, 

but also delivering added value to their compensation cycle and acting as a true partner by becoming an 

extension of the organization’s HR function.
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